Welcome to the fun!

Camp Programs represent one of the fastest growing initiatives at the Terry Campus. Our camps allow children to explore a variety of enrichment activities throughout the summer while experiencing the college environment. Each program has been designed to be educational and entertaining and is staffed by experienced educators and camp counselors.

The size of each camp is limited and openings are filled on a first-come, first-served basis. Check out all that Delaware Tech has to offer and register early!

Check out our Spring Break Camp. See page 7

Vacation Time is Summer Camp Time!

June 12 - August 18, 2017

Our Camps

Career Exploration Camps:

STEM Camps:
The College is a proud supporter of Delaware’s STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics) initiative to ensure Delaware’s future workforce is ready to succeed.

Sport Camps:
These sessions provide campers with a fun-packed, enjoyable time in an environment where they can not only develop a wider range of sporting skills, but also develop teamwork and interpersonal skills simultaneously. Dress Code: comfortable clothing and sneakers.

Specialty Camps:
Specialty Camps address the needs of children who have strengths or interests in a particular area. These camps offer programs which enable your child to learn and develop new skills while interacting with other children with the same interests.

Scholarships available!
General Camp Information

Weekly Camp Schedule
Sign up for 1 week or all 10 weeks
- June 12 - 16
- June 19 - 23
- June 26 - 30
- July 3 - 7
- July 10 - 14
- July 17 - 21
- July 24 - 28
- July 31 - August 4
- August 7 - 11
- August 14 - 18

Daily Camp Schedule
For all campers ages 5-15 in all camps
7:30-8:45 a.m. ..............................................................................Before Camp
8:45-9:00 a.m. ..............................................................................Sign in
9:00 a.m.-12:00 p.m. ...................................................................Morning Sessions
12:00-1:00 p.m. .............................................................................Lunch
1:00-4:00 p.m. .............................................................................Afternoon Sessions
4:00-5:30 p.m. .............................................................................After Camp
Campus closes at 5 p.m. on Fridays; therefore, Friday pick-up time is promptly at 5 p.m.

Sign in / Sign out:
All campers must be escorted by parents or guardians to ETB Room 721 and signed in with our camp staff between 8:45 a.m. and 9 a.m. Any camper arriving before 8:45 a.m. and/or not picked up by 4 p.m. will be assigned to our extended camp program and a fee of $10 per child will be due at the time of drop-off and/or pick-up.

Extended Camp:
Delaware Tech’s Extended Camp Program includes games, activities, and much more! Extended hours start at 7:30 a.m. and end at 5:30 p.m. Cost: $35 per week.

Pre-registration for all camps is required. Walk-ins the day of camp will not be accepted.

Camp information number: 302.857.1400
Camp fax number: 302.857.1450

All forms are available online:
go.dtcc.edu/TerryCamps

In support of Delaware’s STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics) initiative, Delaware Technical Community College offers STEM camps. The Delaware STEM Council was formed in 2010 to ensure Delaware’s children graduate more ready to succeed in the high-wage jobs of tomorrow. The camps are designed to make learning fun and exciting and to encourage students to explore careers in science, technology, engineering, and mathematics.

The College is involved in a number of efforts to improve STEM education through academic programs and connected degree agreements with the University of Delaware and Delaware State University. A strong STEM workforce helps Delaware employers continue to be national leaders in the innovation economy, seek out employees who can strengthen their research and development, make their workplaces more efficient, and ensure their business practices are more environmentally sensitive.

Scan the QR code with your smartphone to register!
FAQs

Will my child go on a field trip?
Some camps include field trips and are detailed in the camp descriptions.

When should I register for camp?
Registration begins Feb 1st with final payment required by 4:30 pm 10 days prior to each week's camp start date. Registration is on a first-come, first-served basis.

Do I need to make a deposit to register?
Yes, a non-refundable deposit of $25 per child, per week is due with your application. Pre-registration is required. The $25 is applied to your balance.

Will meals be provided?
Yes. Delaware Tech will be participating in the USDA Summer Food Service Program. Lunch will be provided for all campers. Vending machine purchases will not be allowed. Nor will students be allowed to eat or drink in the classrooms. Our cafeteria and outside patio will be the only locations where food is permitted.

Are camp scholarships available?
Scholarships are available for the 2017 Summer Camps with an approved application. Please call (302) 857-1400 for information and availability.

Does the camp program offer extended camp?
Yes, the extended camp program begins at 7:30 am and ends at 5:30 pm. The fee is $35 per week. Campus closes at 5 pm on Friday.

Will I be able to bring my own equipment?
The camp will provide all the equipment you will need unless specified. Please do not bring your personal equipment, electronic devices or cell phones to camp.

How should I dress for camp?
Come dressed to participate in athletic and artistic activities. Wear sneakers, not flip-flops.

Who works on the camp staff?
Our staff is comprised of teachers, counselors and college students from the local area.

What is the counselor/camper ratio?
We follow State guidelines for counselor/camper ratio. Therefore, 9- to 12-year-olds will have a 1:10 ratio; 7- to 8-year-olds will have a 1:9 ratio; and 5- to 6-year-olds will have a 1:5 ratio.

What if the camp I want is full?
The camp will provide all the equipment you will need unless specified. Please do not bring your personal equipment, electronic devices or cell phones to camp.

An Equal Opportunity Institution
It is the policy of the College that no person shall, on the basis of race, color, creed, sex, national origin, age, disability, sexual orientation (defined exclusively as heterosexuality, homosexuality, or bisexuality), or genetic information be subjected to any discrimination prohibited by the Civil Rights Act of 1964, as amended; the Age Discrimination in Employment Act, as amended; Americans with Disabilities Act, as amended; Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973; Title IX of the Educational Amendments of 1972; the Genetic Information Nondiscrimination Act of 2008 and other applicable laws, regulations and Executive Orders. This policy applies to recruitment, employment and subsequent placement, training, promotion, compensation, continuation, probation, discharge and other terms and conditions of employment over which the College has jurisdiction as well as to all educational programs and activities.

The College has designated a Civil Rights Coordinator, who serves as the College’s Title IX Coordinator and the College’s ADA/Section 504 Coordinator, to carry out its commitment to equal opportunity and nondiscrimination. Inquiries or complaints by students or employees regarding the College’s nondiscrimination policies may be addressed to:

Christina Garcia
Civil Rights & Title IX Coordinator
Office of the President
100 Campus Drive | Dover, DE 19904
302.857.1903
civilrights@dtcc.edu

All forms are available online: go.dtcc.edu/TerryCamps

Registration Steps Checklist:

1. Complete the Registration Forms*
Camp registration forms *All forms available online at http://go.dtcc.edu/TerryCamps

2. Registration Options
Online: Follow the link on http://go.dtcc.edu/TerryCamps
Mail:
• Mail your forms and payment to:
  Delaware Tech, Terry Campus,
  Attn: Workforce Development - Summer Camps
  100 Campus Drive,
  Dover, DE 19904
Fax: Fax forms to 302.857.1450
In person:
• Workforce Development and Community Education
  Corporate Training Center, Room 405.
  Hours: 8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m., Monday through Friday (excluding Holidays)
Email: Email forms to terry-workforcedevelopment@dtcc.edu

Payment Options:
Payment may be made by check (made payable to DTCC), cash, VISA, MasterCard and Discover.
Spaces will not be held without payment.
Note: The $25 deposit is applied to the balance. This is not an extra fee. Carefully read and understand the refund and transfer policy on our website.

3. Call your doctor – Have immunizations sent to the address above or faxed to 302.857.1450.
We must receive immunizations prior to start of camp.

4. Confirmation
You will receive confirmation within 7-10 business days. Please be aware, we cannot return phone messages regarding inquiries of fax receipt due to the high volume of incoming registrations during camp season. Please check your fax machine to confirm receipt.

Reminders: Completely fill in all pages of the registration form, include your signature where applicable and include payment. Incomplete registrations will not be processed.

Pre-registration for all camps is required. Walk-ins the day of camp will not be accepted.
Camp information number: 302.857.1400
Camp fax number: 302.857.1450
All forms are available online: go.dtcc.edu/TerryCamps
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Camp information number: 302.857.1400
**Morning Camps**
9 am - 12 pm
**Afternoon Camps**
1 - 4 pm

Weekly rates: $95 per session.
$190 for full day.
$35 extended camp.

### Week 1 (June 12-June 16)

**Adventures In Reading**
- **ENU 150 603**
  - Adventures in Reading is for our younger campers. They will be reading on-level books and engaging in activities inspired by the book’s themes. This camp will encourage a love of reading while also exploring the book-making process.

**Shoebox Science**
- **ENU 120 613**
  - Skill-building games and activities help kids practice skills and learn concepts related to key science topics: the five senses, animal babies, life cycles, seeds and plants, light and color, health and safety, sound, and more. Correlated to district, state, and national science standards!

### Week 2 (June 19-June 23)

**Dr. Seuss & Friends**
- **ENU 016 613**
  - Explore the wonderful and wacky world of your favorite childhood author, Dr. Seuss. His books will be explored in fun and innovative ways. Each day of the week will have a different topic and a way to celebrate the life and workings of this imaginative writer!

**Mythbusters, Jr.**
- **ENU 030 603**
  - Join us for a week of experimentation as we use science to determine the truth behind some myths and mysteries. Just like the show... what's real and what's not? Combine the fun of science with the excitement television production as we bust or confirm myths!

### Week 3 (June 26-June 30)

**Movin’ & Groovin’**
- **ENU 046 613**
  - This camp is for the children who can’t sit still when they hear a good beat! Students will warm up their bodies to appropriate pop music as they get ready to run and play games to pass the time!

**Cookin’ Kids**
- **ENU 013 603**
  - This camp allows students to practice their kitchen skills and create yummy treats! Kids love to eat, and if they learn how to cook, they can eat healthier. They may also want to consider joining the fast-growing food service industry, where they can obtain a respected position in a career field where their cooking skills are in high demand.
This camp brings together creativity and scientific experimentation for a fun, engaging experience. Campers will take household materials they use and see every day and turn them into safe, fun science experiments.

Morning Camps

Cool Math4Kids
ENU 002 603
Do you enjoy solving math problems? Are you looking to strengthen or advance your math skills? Do you want to have fun this summer but still be prepared for school next year? Then Cool Math4Kids is the right camp for you! Cool Math4Kids is an interactive math site that provides students with activities and online math games to enhance their math skills while playing games. Kids won’t even know they are doing math!

Afternoon Camps

Household Science
ENU 147 613
This camp brings together creativity and scientific experimentation for a fun, engaging experience. Campers will take household materials they use and see every day and turn them into safe, fun science experiments.

Afternoon Camps

Cookin’ Kids
ENU 013 623
This camp allows students to practice their kitchen skills and create yummy treats! Kids love to eat, and if they learn how to cook, they can eat healthier. They may also want to consider joining the fast-growing food service industry, where they can obtain a respected position in a career field where their cooking skills are in high demand.

Morning Camps

Movin’ & Groovin’
ENU 046 603
This camp is for the children who can’t sit still when they hear a good beat! Students will warm up their bodies to appropriate pop music as they get ready to run and play games to pass the time!

Afternoon Camps

Train To Be An Astronaut
ENU 059 613
You’ll have to study hard and maintain optimum health if you want to be one of the few people to experience the thrill of lift off, see the Earth from on high and float in a spacecraft. Discover the path to one of the most desired careers in the world as you train to be an astronaut!

Afternoon Camps

Artful Antics
ENU 048 613
For those campers that enjoy expressing their creativity this is the camp for you! Explore different mixed media, while studying famous artists such as Van Gogh, Picasso, and Pollock. Featured mediums include: construction and tissue paper, lead and colored pencils, watercolors, markers, and acrylics.

Morning Camps

Around the World: Eastern Hemisphere
ENU 006 603
When you enter the room for this class you’ll feel like you have traveled to another country. Each day you’ll explore a different country to learn about various cultures, traditions, and customs. This camp includes games and crafts that are related to the country or region being explored.

Afternoon Camps

Artful Antics
ENU 048 633
For those campers that enjoy expressing their creativity this is the camp for you! Explore different mixed media, while studying famous artists such as Van Gogh, Picasso, and Pollock. Featured mediums include: construction and tissue paper, lead and colored pencils, watercolors, markers, and acrylics.
Morning Camps

Movin’ & Groovin’
ENU 046 623
This camp is for the children who can’t sit still when they hear a good beat! Students will warm up their bodies to appropriate pop music as they get ready to run and play games to pass the time!

Catching the Wind
ENU 091 603
Think like mechanical engineers as you use your knowledge of wind to design and create machines that can be used to capture energy. Students will look critically at several common machines (mechanical pencils, egg beaters, rolling pins) and diagram how the parts of the machine interact with each other and allow the object to function. Students will then use their mechanical engineering skills to explore different materials and shapes conducive to catching the wind, first by designing sails for small boats and finally for designing windmill blades.

Afternoon Camps

Around the World: Western Hemisphere
ENU 006 603
When you enter the room for this class you’ll feel like you have traveled to another country. Each day you’ll explore a different country to learn about various cultures, traditions, and customs. This camp includes games and crafts that are related to the country or region being explored.

American Girl
ENU 047 613
Do you love to learn and be creative? Let’s take a look at how American Girl chooses each girl of the year and what makes them unique. You will investigate who you are and what makes you special during this week long camp and celebrate your discoveries with an end of the week tea party.

Morning Camps

Train To Be An Astronaut
ENU 059 603
You’ll have to study hard and maintain optimum health if you want to be one of the few people to experience the thrill of liftoff, see the Earth from on high and float in a spacecraft. Discover the path to one of the most desired careers in the world as you train to be an astronaut!

Afternoon Camps

Cool Math4Kids
ENU 002 613
Do you enjoy solving math problems? Are you looking to strengthen or advance your math skills? Do you want to have fun this summer but still be prepared for school next year? Then Cool Math4Kids is the right camp for you! Cool Math4Kids is an interactive math site that provides students with activities and online math games to enhance their math skills while playing games. Kids won’t even know they are doing math!

Morning Camps

Rainforest Adventure
ENU 139 603
Rainforest Adventure will focus on endangered animals in the rainforest. Students will complete crafts as well as build their own rainforest out of shoeboxes at the end of the week. There may also be some special animal guests!

Mythbusters, Jr.
ENU 030 613
Join us for a week of experimentation as we use science to determine the truth behind some myths and mysteries. Just like the show... what's real and what's not? Combine the fun of science with the excitement television production as we bust or confirm myths!
For many working parents, spring break means finding an enriching camp to keep the kids occupied during business hours. We’ve got the lowdown on the best spring break camps in town. Campers will spend their day creating art masterpieces, participating in outdoor time, or expanding their minds during one of our STEM activities. Please bring a sack lunch, two snacks, water, and sunblock to camp daily.

Call 302-857-1400 for more information.

April 17 - April 21, 2017
7:30am - 5:30pm M-F $175
Ages 5 to 15 years old. Enjoy camp even if you can’t attend all week, there is a daily rate of $35 per day!

Scholarships Available for Military Families!

For more information, please contact
Melody Phillips, Program Manager: (302) 857-1531

Out of School Youth Program

For youth ages 16-24 at the time of enrollment.

Our mission is to provide education opportunities for individuals seeking to earn their GED®, personal growth, self-improvement and academic achievement. These goals are implemented through a highly structured, non-traditional environment; integrating training, mentoring and diverse educational activities. Our purpose is to prepare youth facing serious barriers to employment by providing training and other services that will result in an increase in employability, earnings, educational and occupational skill credentials; thereby improving the quality of the workforce and enhancing its productivity and competitiveness.

Placement screening is required.
The assessment will last approximately 3 and ½ hours.

No cost for registration, screening or classes.
Only students who have officially withdrawn from school are eligible to participate.

Call Today!

For more information, please contact
Melody Phillips, Program Manager: (302) 857-1531
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Morning Camps

9 am - 12 pm
Afternoon Camps
1 - 4 pm
Weekly rates: $95 per session.
$190 for full day.
$35 extended camp.

WEEK 1
June 12-June 16

Morning Camps

CyberWorld
ENU 104 602
Have you ever wondered how the Internet works? What happens when you connect to a website? Students will learn the answers to these questions and more as they develop an understanding of how computer systems are interconnected and function together to serve what we call the Internet.

Afternoon Camps

Digital Photography
ENU 015 612
Learn the basics of digital photography. The camp is divided into two parts. Students will first learn basic camera operation, depth of field and other principles of photography. The second part focuses on digital imaging, manipulation, and image correction techniques. Campers MUST bring their own digital camera, USB cable for downloading images, and battery charger. Each camper will present a “slide show” of their work at the end of the week.

WEEK 2
June 19-June 23

Morning Camps

Coding for Kids I
ENU 085 602
Computer Science is currently one of the fastest growing industries. This program will introduce kids to the basics of computer coding. Through hands-on and computer activities students will learn vocabulary, build background, and begin to write lines of programming code!

Afternoon Camps

Everyday Engineering
ENU 060 602
Through the use of common everyday objects, creative thinking and basic math, this camp teaches the fundamentals of engineering principles and introduces campers to various types of engineering disciplines (i.e. Civil, Mechanical, Electrical, Financial, etc.). Campers will experience hands on, the joys and challenges of engineering by participating in each exciting project throughout the week.

Science Scouts
ENU 035 612
Which is denser - slime or goo? What do you have to mix together to get an explosion? Can you grow crystals? What’s really in your cereal? How do you make solids disappear? Can you drop a egg without breaking it? Work as a team to solve a different science problem every day!

WEEK 3
June 26-June 30

Morning Camps

Survivor
ENU 039 602
Do you have what it takes to outwit, outplay, and outlast your opponent? Campers will form tribes and compete in scavenger hunts, obstacle courses, mental challenges, and other games. Learn teamwork and good sportsmanship skills. Campers should come dressed for the outdoors in clothes that can get dirty/wet.
Do you enjoy going to Amusement parks? Do you love Disney World? Campers will be challenged to design a roller coaster while learning about potential and kinetic energy and Newton's Laws of Motion.

Amusement Park Science Challenge
ENU 076 612

Afternoon Camps
July 3-July 7

Afternoon Camps
Act it Out
ENU 156 612
A unique experience for students to come out of their shell and find the performer within! Students will use games such as charades and have improv opportunities to warm themselves up to the stage while also working on a brief play to perform at the end of the week.

Green Buddies
ENU 024 602
Green jobs working in fields such as energy efficiency -- and renewable energy-related fields, such as solar and fuel cells, atmospheric sciences, ecology, global carbon cycles, climatology, and more -- will be explored using engaging activities to encourage our future green engineers, manufacturers, roofers, plumbers and others.

Morning Camps
June 26-June 30
WEEK 3

Morning Camps
June 26-June 30
WEEK 3

Cookin’ Kids
ENU 013 612
This camp allows students to practice their kitchen skills and create yummy treats! Kids love to eat, and if they learn how to cook, they can eat healthier. They may also want to consider joining the fast-growing food service industry, where they can obtain a respected position in a career field where their cooking skills are in high demand.

Morning Camps
July 3-July 7
WEEK 4

Morning Camps
July 3-July 7
WEEK 4

CSI Delaware Tech
ENU 128 602
Based on the TV show, CSI is a science-based camp that will look at using science to solve crimes. Campers will look at fingerprinting, footprints, teamwork, collecting evidence from a crime scene, and how to use evidence to solve a crime.

Afternoon Camps
July 3-July 7

Alurnoon Camps
Act it Out
ENU 156 612
A unique experience for students to come out of their shell and find the performer within! Students will use games such as charades and have improv opportunities to warm themselves up to the stage while also working on a brief play to perform at the end of the week.

Morning Camps
July 3-July 7
WEEK 4

Morning Camps
July 3-July 7
WEEK 4

Lift Off: Rockets & Rovers
ENU 136 602
Jacob is at NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory learning how to engineer rovers that can be used to explore faraway worlds. Meanwhile India is learning about the trade-offs and variables involved in engineering a rocket as she blasts off to the International Space Station. Kids will engineer rockets and rovers to help India and Jacob explore several planets and moons in our solar system.

Morning Camps
June 26-June 30
WEEK 3

Morning Camps
June 26-June 30
WEEK 3

Bucket Drumming and More
ENU 155 612
Children will be immersed in the wonderful world of percussion getting the opportunity to learn songs from around the world on various instruments such as tubano drums, xylophones, and even buckets!

Afternoon Camps
July 10-July 14
WEEK 5

Afternoon Camps
July 10-July 14
WEEK 5

Grrr: Animal Inspired Art
ENU 050 602
I love animals almost as much as I love making art! If you love animals too, then come make some crafts inspired by the animals you love. From bead lizards, to sun-bird sun-catchers, yarn turtles to tic-tac-toe pet rocks. When animals are involved in our art, what could go wrong?

Morning Camps
June 26-June 30
WEEK 3

Morning Camps
June 26-June 30
WEEK 3

Minecraft
ENU 146 612
Love playing Minecraft in your free time? Then this camp is for you. Students will be able to work together to complete tasks and develop teamwork skills in-game while having a great time in the process.

Morning Camps
July 3-July 7
WEEK 4

Morning Camps
July 3-July 7
WEEK 4

Amusement Park Science Challenge
ENU 076 612
Do you enjoy going to Amusement parks? Do you love Disney World? Campers will be challenged to design a roller coaster while learning about potential and kinetic energy and Newton's Laws of Motion.
3rd-5th

Morning Camps

Fitness Infusion
ENU 133 602
Fitness Infusion is a health and nutrition camp where campers will participate in a variety of sports activities and games. We will use the Wellness Center as well as the Internet to emphasize the importance of physical fitness and discuss healthy eating. Dress Code: comfortable clothing and sneakers.

Afternoon Camps

Wearable Art
ENU 027 612
This one speaks for itself. If you can wear it, then we’ll make it! Tie-dye shirts, recycled washer necklaces, braided bracelets and of course lanyards for your many key chains. Come make some art and wear it home.

Week 7

July 24-July 28

Morning Camps

Art Around Us
ENU 159 602
How many different ways can we use leaves, sticks, pine cones and paint to create art inspired by the world around us? We’ll be doing crafts such as; leaf printings, leaf collages, pressing flowers and turning pine cones into animals. If you enjoy being outside in nature as much as we do, come make some outside art to bring inside!

American Girl
ENU 047 602
Do you love to learn and be creative? Let’s take a look at how American Girl chooses each girl of the year and what makes them unique. You will investigate who you are and what makes you special during this week long camp and celebrate your discoveries with an end of the week tea party.

Afternoon Camps

Survivor
ENU 039 612
Do you have what it takes to outwit, outplay, and outlast your opponent? Campers will form tribes and compete in scavenger hunts, obstacle courses, mental challenges, and other games. Learn teamwork and good sportsmanship skills. Campers should come dressed for the outdoors in clothes that can get dirty/wet.

Week 8

July 31-August 4

Morning Camps

Mind Your Own Business
ENU 055 602
Explore career options in the business world. This camp is for young people who are interested in activities that cover a broad range of subjects such as accounting, sales, management, finance, and marketing.

The Tynkerbelles
ENU 157 602
The Tynkerbelles aims to increase the number of women in the digital space by empowering girls to become innovators in computer science and technology. Have you ever wondered how the Internet works? What happens when you connect to a website? Students will learn the answers to these questions and more as they develop an understanding of how computer systems are interconnected and function together to serve what we call the Internet.

Afternoon Camps

Hip Hop Fitness
ENU 089 612
This exciting class incorporates hip-hop music and dancing with aerobic fitness. Learn fitness and Hip-Hop dance moves during a fun-filled motivating work-out! This class also helps kids get healthy by boosting their metabolism and increasing energy levels. Get their hearts pumping! Intended to improve overall physical fitness and stamina and endurance while having fun. Dress Code: comfortable clothing and sneakers.

Fitness Infusion is a health and nutrition camp where campers will participate in a variety of sports activities and games. We will use the Wellness Center as well as the Internet to emphasize the importance of physical fitness and discuss healthy eating. Dress Code: comfortable clothing and sneakers.

This one speaks for itself. If you can wear it, then we’ll make it! Tie-dye shirts, recycled washer necklaces, braided bracelets and of course lanyards for your many key chains. Come make some art and wear it home.

How many different ways can we use leaves, sticks, pine cones and paint to create art inspired by the world around us? We’ll be doing crafts such as; leaf printings, leaf collages, pressing flowers and turning pine cones into animals. If you enjoy being outside in nature as much as we do, come make some outside art to bring inside!

Do you love to learn and be creative? Let’s take a look at how American Girl chooses each girl of the year and what makes them unique. You will investigate who you are and what makes you special during this week long camp and celebrate your discoveries with an end of the week tea party.

Do you have what it takes to outwit, outplay, and outlast your opponent? Campers will form tribes and compete in scavenger hunts, obstacle courses, mental challenges, and other games. Learn teamwork and good sportsmanship skills. Campers should come dressed for the outdoors in clothes that can get dirty/wet.

Explore career options in the business world. This camp is for young people who are interested in activities that cover a broad range of subjects such as accounting, sales, management, finance, and marketing.

The Tynkerbelles aims to increase the number of women in the digital space by empowering girls to become innovators in computer science and technology. Have you ever wondered how the Internet works? What happens when you connect to a website? Students will learn the answers to these questions and more as they develop an understanding of how computer systems are interconnected and function together to serve what we call the Internet.

This exciting class incorporates hip-hop music and dancing with aerobic fitness. Learn fitness and Hip-Hop dance moves during a fun-filled motivating work-out! This class also helps kids get healthy by boosting their metabolism and increasing energy levels. Get their hearts pumping! Intended to improve overall physical fitness and stamina and endurance while having fun. Dress Code: comfortable clothing and sneakers.
Junior Cotillion

$250

WEEK 8
July 31-August 4

Afternoon Camps

CyberWorld
ENU 104 612

Have you ever wondered how the Internet works? What happens when you connect to a website? Students will learn the answers to these questions and more as they develop an understanding of how computer systems are interconnected and function together to serve what we call the Internet.

Morning Camps

August 7-August 11
WEEK 9

CPU Co$tillion
Junior Cotillion places emphasis on etiquette, manners, character education and dancing. The social and character education components of the program include rules of proper telephone courtesy, acknowledgments of gifts, introductions, receiving lines, participating in group settings, polite conversation, paying and receiving compliments, sports etiquette, first impressions, dress code for all occasions, manners in the home and in public places, table manners, formal place settings, styles of dining including American, Asian, and Continental, skills involved in being a guest, hostess or host, and many other areas of social behavior.

Afternoon Camps

Cyber Defenders
ENU 142 602

Security professionals are more crucial now than ever before as cyber attacks are occurring at an ever-increasing rate. Learn how hackers break into computer systems around the world while developing the skills required to protect yourself and others on the Internet.

Beforenoon Camps

CSI Delaware Tech
ENU 128 612

Based on the TV show, CSI is a science-based camp that will look at using science to solve crimes. Campers will look at fingerprinting, footprints, teamwork, collecting evidence from a crime scene, and how to use evidence to solve a crime.

Afternoon Camps

Minute To Win It
ENU 066 602

Based on the popular NBC game show “Minute To Win It,” this camp is packed with fast-paced, fast-action building and good old-fashioned friendly competition. 60-seconds on the clock. Think you can do it? You’ve got a minute to complete the crazy challenges.

Computer Science is currently one of the fastest growing industries. This program will build on the skills campers learned in Coding for Kids I. Through hands on and computer activities students will learn even more vocabulary, build background, and finesse their skill in writing lines of programming code!

Junior Cotillion

$250

Tuesdays,
March 7 - April 11 - 6-8pm - ENU 084 630

To familiarize and provide young adults with basic skill training and information that is necessary in caring for infants and children, such as emergency action steps, personal safety, fire safety, infant care, basic first aid, and choking management.

All forms are available online: go.dtcc.edu/TerryCamps
6th-8th

Morning Camps
9 am - 12 pm
Afternoon Camps
1 - 4 pm
Weekly rates: $95 per session.
$190 for full day.
$35 extended camp.

June 12-June 16

Morning Camps
Revive DJ Camp
ENU 070 601
Turn your curiosities and dreams of learning to DJ into reality during an action-packed week at summer camp! If you love music and technology, this is the camp for you! Learn the fundamentals of mixing songs, scratching sounds, and DJ music theory.

June 19-June 23

Morning Camps
Musical Composers
ENU 158 601
Need more music in your life? Campers will use computer programs such as Garage Band and Incredibox to compose their own music and express their musicality. They will learn to play, create, record and share their mixes.

June 26-June 30

Morning Camps
Volunteers R’ Us
ENU 141 601
Many young people have a natural desire to make a positive difference. This camp’s activities will focus on the compassion, understanding and counseling necessary to help others who are in need. Participants explore ways to overcome obstacles that may face them, their loved ones, or society in general.

Afternoon Camps

June 12-June 16

Afternoon Camps
CyberWorld
ENU 104 611
Have you ever wondered how the Internet works? What happens when you connect to a website? Students will learn the answers to these questions and more as they develop an understanding of how computer systems are interconnected and function together to serve what we call the Internet.

June 19-June 23

Afternoon Camps
Beginning Guitar
ENU 057 611
Here’s your opportunity to learn guitar in a supportive environment along with others who are just learning. Beginning Guitar Camp is the PERFECT way to get a jump start on not just playing the guitar...but enjoying it! This camp focuses on learning to read chord charts, play chords and chord progressions, strumming patterns....and SONGS!

June 26-June 30

Afternoon Camps
CyberWorld
ENU 104 601
Computer Science is currently one of the fastest growing industries. This program will introduce kids to the basics of computer coding. Through hands-on and computer activities students will learn vocabulary, build background, and begin to write lines of programming code!

June 12-June 16

Afternoon Camps
Coding for Kids I
ENU 085 611
Computer Science is currently one of the fastest growing industries. This program will introduce kids to the basics of computer coding. Through hands-on and computer activities students will learn vocabulary, build background, and begin to write lines of programming code!

June 19-June 23

Afternoon Camps
Musical Composers
ENU 158 601
Need more music in your life? Campers will use computer programs such as Garage Band and Incredibox to compose their own music and express their musicality. They will learn to play, create, record and share their mixes.

June 26-June 30

Afternoon Camps
CyberWorld
ENU 104 601
Computer Science is currently one of the fastest growing industries. This program will introduce kids to the basics of computer coding. Through hands-on and computer activities students will learn vocabulary, build background, and begin to write lines of programming code!

June 12-June 16

Afternoon Camps
Musical Composers
ENU 158 601
Need more music in your life? Campers will use computer programs such as Garage Band and Incredibox to compose their own music and express their musicality. They will learn to play, create, record and share their mixes.

June 19-June 23

Afternoon Camps
Volunteers R’ Us
ENU 141 601
Many young people have a natural desire to make a positive difference. This camp’s activities will focus on the compassion, understanding and counseling necessary to help others who are in need. Participants explore ways to overcome obstacles that may face them, their loved ones, or society in general.

June 26-June 30

Afternoon Camps
Volunteers R’ Us
ENU 141 601
Many young people have a natural desire to make a positive difference. This camp’s activities will focus on the compassion, understanding and counseling necessary to help others who are in need. Participants explore ways to overcome obstacles that may face them, their loved ones, or society in general.
Morning Camps

**Babysitting**
ENU 007 611

You’ll learn about child safety, how to effectively establish rules, what to do in an emergency situation, and how to enforce bedtime routines. In addition, you’ll learn fun games that will keep kids happy. Participants will learn appropriate ways to interact with younger children and siblings. Focus will be on care-giving under the supervision of an adult.

**Green Buddies**
ENU 024 611

Green jobs working in fields such as energy efficiency -- and renewable energy-related fields, such as solar and fuel cells, atmospheric sciences, ecology, global carbon cycles, climatology, and more -- will be explored using engaging activities to encourage our future green engineers, manufacturers, roofers, plumbers and others.

---

Afternoon Camps

**Beginning Guitar**
ENU 057 601

Here’s your opportunity to learn guitar in a supportive environment along with others who are just learning. Beginning Guitar Camp is the PERFECT way to get a jump start on not just playing the guitar...but enjoying it! This camp focuses on learning to read chord charts, play chords and chord progressions, strumming patterns....and SONGS!

**Junk Structures**
ENU 088 601

Campers have fun as they work in groups to plan and build structures using recyclable materials. In addition to gaining experience with science concepts, this activity teaches interpersonal skills: presenting ideas, negotiating with other students, and organizing, skills that will serve them well in the future work force. Group leaders play an important role in helping students listen to and respect each other’s ideas, and function together as a group.

---

Morning Camps

**Act it Out**
ENU 156 601

A unique experience for students to come out of their shell and find the performer within! Students will use games such as charades and have improv opportunities to warm themselves up to the stage while also working on a brief play to perform at the end of the week!

**Showstoppers**
ENU 036 611

Come sing, dance and act to all your favorite songs and scenes. Create costumes, sets and more. Put on a show and perform for your friends and family!

---

Afternoon Camps

**Lift Off: Rockets & Rovers**
ENU 136 611

Jacob is at NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory learning how to engineer rovers that can be used to explore faraway worlds. Meanwhile India is learning about the trade-offs and variables involved in engineering a rocket as she blasts off to the International Space Station. Kids will engineer rockets and rovers to help India and Jacob explore several planets and moons in our solar system.

**Wearable Art**
ENU 027 601

This one speaks for itself. If you can wear it, then we’ll make it! Tie-dye shirts, recycled washer necklaces, braided bracelets and of course lanyards for your many key chains. Come make some art and wear it home.
Cookin’ Kids
ENU 013 611
This camp allows students to practice their kitchen skills and create yummy treats! Kids love to eat, and if they learn how to cook, they can eat healthier. They may also want to consider joining the fast-growing food service industry, where they can obtain a respected position in a career field where their cooking skills are in high demand.

Junk Structures
ENU 088 621
Campers have fun as they work in groups to plan and build structures using recyclable materials. In addition to gaining experience with science concepts, this activity teaches interpersonal skills: presenting ideas, negotiating with other students, and organizing, skills that will serve them well in the future work force. Group leaders play an important role in helping students listen to and respect each other’s ideas, and function together as a group.

Cyber Defenders
ENU 142 611
Cyber Security professionals are more crucial now than ever before as cyber attacks are now occurring at an ever-increasing rate. Learn how hackers break into computer systems around the world while developing the skills required to protect yourself and others on the Internet.

CIT Counselor In Training
ENU 124 611
Learn what the job involves, how to prepare yourself and the campers for a great and unforgettable experience, how to schedule engaging and fun activities, teambuilding techniques and more, so you will be their favorite counselor!

The Tynkerbelles
ENU 157 601
The Tynkerbelles aims to increase the number of women in the digital space by empowering girls to become innovators in computer science and technology. Have you ever wondered how the Internet works? What happens when you connect to a website? Students will learn the answers to these questions and more as they develop an understanding of how computer systems are interconnected and function together to serve what we call the Internet.

Musical Composers
ENU 158 611
Need more music in your life? Campers will use computer programs such as Garage Band and Incrediblox to compose their own music and express their musicality. They will learn to play, create, record and share their mixes.

Bucket Drumming & More
ENU 155 611
Children will be immersed in the wonderful world of percussion getting the opportunity to learn songs from around the world on various instruments such as tubano drums, xylophones, and even buckets!

Showstoppers
ENU 036 601
Come sing, dance and act to all your favorite songs and scenes. Create costumes, sets and more. Put on a show and perform for your friends and family!
SAT Prep Courses

SAT Prep $139

This course is designed as a review to assist high school students prepare for the English and Mathematics portion of the SAT college entrance exam. Review course material and learn test strategies. Textbook included.

EN0 027 630  2/27-3/8  MW  5:30 - 8:30pm
EN0 027 631  5/15-5/24  MW  5:30 - 8:30pm

For more information call: 302.857.1400

Morning Camps

Survivor ENU 039 601

Do you have what it takes to outwit, outplay, and outlast your opponent? Campers will form tribes and compete in scavenger hunts, obstacle courses, mental challenges, and other games. Learn teamwork and good sportsmanship skills. Campers should come dressed for the outdoors in clothes that can get dirty/wet.

Afternoon Camps

Minecraft ENU 146 611

Love playing Minecraft in your free time? Then this camp is for you. Students will be able to work together to complete tasks and develop teamwork skills in-game while having a great time in the process. Towards the end of the week, students will also learn how to develop their own simple Minecraft mods in order to customize their gaming experience.

Morning Camps

Computer Science is currently one of the fastest growing industries. This program will build on the skills campers learned in Coding for Kids I. Through hands-on and computer activities students will learn even more vocabulary, build background, and finesse their skill in writing lines of programming code!

Afternoon Camps

Digital Photography ENU 015 611

Learn the basics of digital photography. The camp is divided into two parts. Students will first learn basic camera operation, depth of field and other principles of photography. The second part focuses on digital imaging, manipulation, and image correction techniques. Campers MUST bring their own digital camera, USB cable for downloading images, and battery charger. Each camper will present a “slide show” of their work at the end of the week.

Fit Fun Edure

ENU 151 630  6/12-8/4  6-8:30pm
8 week session - ONLY $225

Be stronger and injury free for your 2017 Fall Cross Country season. Join Delaware Tech coaches of the Nationally Ranked NJCAA team for training in all mental and physical aspects of running and racing. Training locations will vary to experience different courses such as Killens Pond, Blackbird Park, Schutte Park, and Brecknock Park. Camp will meet Monday and Thursday from 6pm-8:30pm during Weeks 1-7. Week 8 will meet Monday through Friday from 6pm-8:30pm. T-shirt and race entry are included in the fee.
College students home for the summer:
Save money and time by taking a class at Delaware Tech.
Most classes will transfer easily to your home institution.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Business</th>
<th>Physics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ACC 221 Cost Accounting</td>
<td>PHY 281 Physics I with Calculus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACC 101 Accounting I</td>
<td>PHY 205 General Physics I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACC 112 Accounting II</td>
<td>PHY 206 General Physics II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUS 101 Introduction to Business</td>
<td>PHY 282 Physics II with Calculus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MGT 212 Principles of Management</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MKT 212 Principles of Marketing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIS 220 Management Information Systems</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Computer Technologies          |                                 |
| CIS 150 Intro to Object-Oriented Programming|       |
| CSC 114 Computer Science I      |                                 |
| CSC 164 Computer Science II     |                                 |
| CIS 211 Data Structures         |                                 |

| Criminal Justice               |                                 |
| CRJ 101 Introduction to Criminal Justice|       |

| English                        |                                 |
| ENG 122 Technical Writing and Communication|             |
| ENG 124 Oral Communication       |                                 |
| ENG 102 Composition and Research |                                 |
| ENG 101 Critical Thinking & Academic Writing|       |
| ENG 126 American Literature I    |                                 |
| ENG 127 American Literature II   |                                 |
| ENG 128 African American Literature|                                |

| Human Services                 |                                 |
| HMS 121 Intro to Human Services|                                 |
| HMS 122 Theories of Counseling |                                 |
| HMS 211 Marriage and the Family|                                 |

| Math                           |                                 |
| MAT 291 Ordinary Differential Equation|             |
| MAT 292 Engineering MATH I       |                                 |
| MAT 255 Statistics I            |                                 |
| MAT 256 Statistics II           |                                 |
| MAT 281 Calculus I              |                                 |
| MAT 282 Calculus II             |                                 |
| MAT 263 Principles of Discrete Math|                                |
| MAT 283 Calculus III            |                                 |
| MAT 153 College Math and Statistics|                             |
| MAT 190 Pre-calculus            |                                 |
| MAT 180 College Algebra         |                                 |
| MAT 251 Finite Math             |                                 |

| Physics                        |                                 |
| PHY 281 Physics I with Calculus|                                 |
| PHY 205 General Physics I      |                                 |
| PHY 206 General Physics II     |                                 |
| PHY 282 Physics II with Calculus|                                |

| Science                        |                                 |
| BIO 150 Biology I              |                                 |
| CHM 150 Chemical Principles I  |                                 |
| CHM 151 Chemical Principles II |                                 |
| BIO 115 Nutrition              |                                 |
| CHM 240 Organic Chemistry I    |                                 |
| CHM 241 Organic Chemistry II   |                                 |
| CHM 110 General Chemistry      |                                 |

| Social Sciences                |                                 |
| HIS 200 World History I        |                                 |
| HIS 210 World History II       |                                 |
| ECO 122 Macroeconomics         |                                 |
| ECO 111 Microeconomics         |                                 |
| HIS 111 U.S. History Pre-Civil War|                             |
| HIS 112 U.S. History Post-Civil War|                           |
| POL 111 Political Science      |                                 |
| SOC 111 Sociology              |                                 |
| PSY 121 General Psychology     |                                 |
| PSY 127 Human Development      |                                 |
| PSY 223 Abnormal Psychology    |                                 |
| PSY 224 Human Sexuality        |                                 |
| PSY 213 Ethical Issues in Healthcare|                         |
| SOC 213 Ethical Issues in Healthcare|                   |
| SOC 215 Business Ethics        |                                 |

| Spanish                        |                                 |
| SPA 133 Using Beginning Spanish|                                 |
| SPA 136 Spanish Communication I|                                 |

Apply today!

www.dtcc.edu/admissions-financial-aid/apply